
Get rid of o-rings tightness with our proven 
Expanding Piston Technology EPT®

Dead zone free

Long service life

Certified bubble tight

FAMAT  SAMPLING  SYSTEMS
SAMPLING FOR POWDER, SOLIDS, PASTE & SLURRIES



Piston can be removed easily 
from valve housing for full cleaning

Piston can break crust formed 
in the dryer or vessel before sampling

OEL device allows the removal of a product 
sampled under contained conditions

Double acting pneumatic actuator 
allows a remote control

Mechanical security device :  Piston shall be closed to remove the bottle
                  Bottle shall be coupled to open the piston

Applicable in vertical pipe
Intrusive sampler without dead space

125AUT |125AUT |  AUTOMATICAUTOMATIC

125HS |125HS |  HORIZONTALHORIZONTAL

125S |125S |  SECURITYSECURITY

125TC/OEL |125TC/OEL |  HIGH CONTAINMENTHIGH CONTAINMENT

125CC |125CC |  CRUST BREAKINGCRUST BREAKING

125TC |125TC |  TRI CLAMP EASYCLEANTRI CLAMP EASYCLEAN

125A |125A |  STANDARDSTANDARD

SAMPLING SYSTEMS DN25 / 1" SAMPLING SYSTEMS DN50 / 2’’



SWISS MADE SINCE 1974

130C |130C |  STANDARDSTANDARD

130TC |130TC |  TRI CLAMP EASYCLEANTRI CLAMP EASYCLEAN

Piston can be removed easily 
from valve housing for full cleaning

130CC |130CC |  CRUST BREAKINGCRUST BREAKING

Piston can break crust formed 
in the dryer or vessel before sampling

130TC/OEL |130TC/OEL |  HIGH CONTAINMENT HIGH CONTAINMENT 

OEL device allows the removal of a product 
sampled under contained conditions

130AUT |130AUT |  AUTOMATICAUTOMATIC

Double acting pneumatic actuator 
allows a remote control

130HS |130HS |  HORIZONTALHORIZONTAL

Applicable in vertical pipe
Intrusive sampler without dead space

SAMPLING SYSTEMS DN25 / 1" SAMPLING SYSTEMS DN50 / 2’’



FAMAT sampling S.A
Rte du Grand-St-Bernard 14
1933 Sembrancher
SWITZERLAND

T +41 27 552 11 11 | Phone
F +41 27 552 11 10 | Fax
info@famat-sampling.com
www.famat-sampling.com

At a glance
We allow our customers to keep production 
running and ensure product quality by 100%               
reliable and representative sampling with        
quality and reliability equipment that meets   
expectations.

A comprehensive package of customer services 
completes our proposition.


